Java Website Course

By: Zeeshan Ahmed
What is Java?

Java is a widely used programming language for coding web applications. There are millions of Java applications today and a lot of developers use it today. Java is a multi-platform, object-oriented, and network-centric language that can be used as a platform in itself. It's a fast, secure, reliable programming language for coding everything.
What topics are covered?

- Java Fundamentals
- Decision Structure
- Loops and Files
- Methods
- A First Look at Classes
- Arrays and ArrayList Class
- A little introduction to JavaFX
I took CSC110 last semester and all the work was done through the book. Java was new to me and I didn’t have much knowledge of the coding language. Just like many others, I am a visual learner and I struggled a lot from just using the books. After finding all the videos that helped me learn I saved them in a playlist to perfect my coding. Then, the next semester started and I moved on the CSC205 (the second class of Java). I realised many others probably have the same problem as me. Discussing with my coding professor, Ms. Chhibber, I decided that I would create a website to assist students new to Java. I cover all the topics that are taught within that class. The Computer Science field is growing day by day and I hope to see all students succeed.
Link to the official website course

https://sites.google.com/maricopa.edu/smccjavacourse/table-on-contents?authuser=1

Resources that helped me from Youtube:

- Alex Lee
- Bro Code
- Math and Science
- Coding with John
- Appficial
- Neso Academy
- Caleb Curry
- thenewboston